"Which Way" quilt is 42" x 54".

Fabric Cutting

Arrow:
From the Charm Pack cut 127-2½" squares

Row 1: cut 1-6½” x 19½”
       1-6½” x 9½”
Row 2: cut 1-6½” x 19½”
       1-6½” x 9½”
Row 3: cut 1-6½” x 19½”
       1-6½” x 9½”
Row 4: cut 1-6½” x 18”
       1-6½” x 8”
Row 5: cut 1-6½” x 24”
       1-6½” x 14”
Row 6: cut 1-6½” x 30½”
       1-6½” x 20½”
Row 7: cut 1-6½” x 42½”
Row 8: cut 1-6½” x 42½”
Row 9 and Binding:
1-6½” x 42½”
5-2½” x width of fabric strips
Sew the 5 strips end to end to make the binding.

Construction
Use ¼” seams and press in the direction of the arrows.

1 Arrow

(A) Arrange and sew 7-2½” assorted squares in a row as shown.

(B) Join the rows. Tip: Rotate the rows so the seams are going in opposite directions.

(C) Arrange and sew 6½” x 19½” rectangles for rows 1, 2, and 3 in a column as shown. Arrange and sew 6½” x 9½” rectangles for rows 1, 2, and 3 in a column as shown. Sew to each side of the unit to make the arrow shaft.

(D) Arrange 64-2½” assorted squares in 8 rows as shown. Press the rows in opposite directions, pressing the top row opposite of the bottom row of the pieced rectangle above. Join the rows. Staystitch the 45° sides of the arrow tip keeping the stitching just beyond the points of the squares.
(E) Arrange and sew the 6½” x 8” row 4, 6½” x 14 row 5, and 6½” x 20½” row 6 rectangles in a column as shown. Arrange and sew the 6½” x 18” row 4, 6½” x 24 row 5, and 6½” x 30½” row 6 rectangles in a column as shown. Staystitch ¼” in from the 45° sides of both.

(F) Layer the larger unit from E with the arrow point from D right sides together as shown. Align the staystitching and sew right on the staystitching. Before trimming, open up the pieces to make sure the units are even along the top when pressed open. Trim ¼” from the seam. Press to the corner.

(G) Layer the smaller unit from E with the unit from F right sides together as shown. Align the staystitching and sew right on the staystitching. Before trimming, open up the pieces to make sure the units are even along the top when pressed open. Trim ¼” from the seam. Press to the corner.

2 Arrange and sew 6½” x 42½” strips for rows 7, 8, and 9 rectangles together as shown.
"Which Way" quilt is 42" x 54".

**Fabric Requirements**

**Arrow**

1 Mixed Bag Charm Pack* (32860PP)

**Rows 1-8**

Row 1: 1 Fat Quarter** (32862 25)
Row 2: 1 Fat Quarter** (32870 21)
Row 3: 1 Fat Quarter (32861 22)
Row 4: 1 Fat Quarter (9900 232 Bella Solid)
Row 5: 1/4 yard (32866 23)
Row 6: 1/2 yard (32868 17)
Row 7: 1/4 yard (9900 266 Bella Solid)
Row 8: 1/4 yard (32870 16)

**Row 9 and Binding**

5/8 yard (32862 18)

**Backing** 3 1/2 yards

*Charm Pack = 42-5" x 5" squares
**Fat Quarter = 18" x 22"

"Which Way" features

*Mixed Bag by Studio M for Moda*
"Which Way" quilt is 42" x 54".